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Abstract

This article explores the religious views of renowned poet, scholar, humanist and Sufi-poet of Sindh, Pakistan Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai, how he interpreted the religion through his poetry in a very conservative period of Kalhora Dynasty of Sindh. How he dealt with his Hindu friends regarding the religion and for what purpose he visited the sacred places of Hindus. Moreover, to analyse the religious aspects of the poet as well as his intentions and sacred practices of the Islam have been discussed in this study.

Religious Thought in the Poetry of Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai

Abstract

To interpret religion is not the responsibility of common people but they do not give up and illustrate it in their own methods. Because every man has a different approach to understanding the religion and its interpretation due to the distinctive faith and belief they belong to. There are two major classes of people who interpret the religion in their own methods, one is the religious scholars who have different approaches to understand and address the religion and they stress more on the ceremonial practices of religion like fasting and praying only. However, the second class is of Sufi saints, whose analysing and comprehension of religion is contrary is that of religious scholars and they emphasize more on spiritual development rather than ritual deeds. Similarly, Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai is one of the greatest poets of Sindh, Pakistan whose poetry is acknowledged throughout the world and his way of practice and interpretation of religion is uniqueness. This study will try to understand, how Shah Latif addresses the religion through his poetry and how he deals with other religion. What are the implications of Shah Latif’s poetry in the present day, whether its applicable or not.
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Introduction

To understand religion, it is an excessively perilous assignment to illustrate religion. The different people have distinctive approaches to examine the religion thus, it varies from region to region because it concerns the beliefs, faiths, practices, devotion, and more but the central assurance is in God or a supernatual force. There is diversity between the religion and religions, although, religion is the foundation of the parent religions. The illustration of one’s religion cannot be applied to the illustration of other religions, and no religion can be segregated from other religion. Therefore, religion and belief are indistinguishable. Moreover, it can be assumed that all the religions are an offshoot of one tree hence, the term religion is extremely vague
to define because people die to avert their religion according to their beliefs. As we go into depth in the
religions, we discover more diversity among them.

Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai11A sufi mystic of 18th century and the national poet of Sindh, here we referred
him, Shah Latif. (1689-1751) was one of the great Sufi saint, poet, scholar and humanist of Subcontinent,
who transferred his religious message throughout his poetry. He lived during the Mughal empire in the
reign of Aurangzeb22the last great Mughal emperor (d. 1707) and he intensely observed the declination of
the Mughal empire. Sindh33A province of Pakistan was under the rule of the Kalhora family44The first
native Sindhi rulers who established the autonomous state of Sindh. in Shah’s time. During this period,
Sufi Shah Inayat Shaheed martyred while resisting the brutal rulers, as well as this period was perceived
as religious hierarchical in which the Pirs55A Muslim saint or holy man, Sayyids66Respected caste of
Muslim community, Zamindars77Landlords, Pirzads88Influential people, etc. had supremacy over Sindhi
society. Therefore, it was rather difficult to promote the true principles of religion in Sindhi society where
the religious orthodox had patronage by the state. But like the other Sufi saints, Shah Latif addresses the
masses about the true concept of religion through his poetry instead of emphasizing only on ritual practices
as do by the conservative Muslims.

There are several assumptions by distinctive scholars regarding the religious vision of Shah Latif because the
poetry of Shah Latif is entirely based on love, peace, struggle, and human equality and does not have focus
on the exhibition of worship to God. Because he knew that the progress of humankind is more necessary
to accede to God by offering ritual practices. Consequently, the poet did not reveal his creed or sect to
the people because his only mission was human prosperity. Even Shah Latif used the word Islam once in
his whole poetry. He neither visited any sacred places of Islam (Makah and Madinah) nor praised any Pir,
ruler, or feudal, etc. In fact, Shah Latif’s religion was Islam, but the fundamental values of all religions
were also existed in his notions as well as his views not at all as communal or narrow-minded. He depicts
both Muslims and non-Muslims in his poetry moreover, he traveled with Yogis and Sanyasis for three years.
Obviously, Shah Latif belongs to a Sayyid family99Respected caste of Muslim community and intuitively
respected the ritual practices of Islam as well as he recognized all the religions are true and honorable.

Pakistani society is divided into several religious sects and the people are perplexed that who should they
follow thus, several religious parties or sects proclaim that they are on the right path and the rest are in the
wrong direction as well as they criticize each other. So, it is necessary to explore the message of Shah Latif
about religion and how does he think about the Islamic teachings as well as to observe the other religions,
particularly Hinduism. The present study will attempt to analyze the religious ideas of Shah Latif which he
has portered inShah-Jo-Risalo 1010A collection of Shah Latif’s poetry.

1.1 Significant of the Study

The aim of the study is to explore the religious vision of Shah Latif as well as to evaluate how Shah Latif
pursue the religion. The study will scrutinize how religion was being exercised by religious scholars and its
repercussion in Sindhi society as well as on Shah Latif’s life. Furthermore, the Piri-Murudi 11Master and
Disciple system was at its peak during Shah Latif’s era, and the religious leaders had auspices from the state
even, the rulers of the Kalhora family were too the spiritual leaders of that time. Moreover, the renowned
religious assassination of Sufi Shah Inayat Shaheed (d. 1718) and Makhdoom Abdul Rahman (d. 1732)
happened in this period. Therefore, in such a condition it was much perilous to interpret the true concept
of religion. The present-day of Sindhi society is not much distinct as observed in Shah’s period in the sense
of religious superiority, where the Pir’s or spiritual leaders are still dominated over Sindh. Therefore, it is
indispensable to prevent the manipulation of religious narrow-minded by following the message of a great
poet, Shah Latif. Thus, this research will analyse how Shah Latif deals with religion and religious elites.
1.2 Research Questions

Keeping in view that the mystics and religious scholars always have clashes regarding the interpretations and practices of religion. Meanwhile, religious leaders had enjoyed the key position in the Kallhora dynasty of Sindh during Shah Latif’s period. Thus, Shah Latif and religious conservatives of that era endeavoured to illustrate the true principles of Islam in distinctive ways. Therefore, the main question of the study is to understand how Shah Latif addresses the religion in his poetry.

1.2.1 Supplementary Questions:

- How did religious scholars exercise the religion during Shah Latif’s era?
- What was the relation between religious scholars and the state?
- How did Shah Latif inscribe the traditional scholars in his poetry?

1.3 Research Methodology

The exploratory as well as qualitative research is applied to address the research questions for this study. Thus, there are different types of methods to analyse the data collection but in social sciences the exclusive method is content analysis in both qualitative as well as quantitative research methodologies. In qualitative research methodology the content analysis is exceptionally appropriate technique to understand the human thoughts, feelings and behaviours either these are in written or practical form. The content analysis is used to explore the data existing in the form written, spoken or cultural artifacts like, audio, video picture, drawing etc. There are two types of content analysis: conceptual and relational content analysis. The conceptual content analysis is used to identify the existence and frequency of a concept is used in the text. Whereas the relational content analysis examines how the different thoughts or concepts related to each other as well as to investigates the acknowledgment of the people to these concepts. Therefore, both types of content analysis will be applied to address the research questions. Because Shah Latif has used distinct concepts in his poetry to interpret the spirit of religion. Thus, to examine the feedback of the people towards the message of Shah Latif will be evaluate by using relational content analysis. Moreover, both primary and secondary data sources are assessed to understand the nature of the topic. The primary source is adopted from the 'Shah-Jo-Risalo' 11The collection of Shah Latif’s poetry and the secondary source is taken from different books, journal articles, and research papers.

1.4 Literature Review

It is necessary to distinguish the previous works on Shah Latif’s life, work, and poetry. Before the conquest of Sindh (1843) by the Britishers, Shah Latif was an unexplored personality though, no work had been published on the poet till the mid of nineteenth century. Almost after a century of the poet’s death, it was an English scholar named Richard F. Burton who first introduced the great poet through his book; Sindh, and the Races that the Inhabit the Valley of the Indus (1851). Burton explored the poet to compare with Ibn Farazi of Arab and Hafiz Sa’adi of Persian (Burton, 1851). Thus, the seven more renowned works had been published on the life, work, and poetry of Shah Latif in the second half of the nineteenth century. These seven works are: Sasui (1863) by F. J. Goldsmith, Shah-Jo-Risalo (the first printed book on Shah Latif’s poetry) published by Dr Ernest Trump from Leipzig, Germany in 1866, Life of Shah Abdul Latif (1870) by W. Southey, Something about Sindh (1882) by G. Sigma, Life of Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai (1877) by Mirza Qaleech Baig, The Life, Religion and Poetry of Shah Abdul Latif (1890) by Lilaram WatanMal Lalwani and last but not least Notes on Risalo (1895) by Jhamatal Vasvani.

In the twentieth century, there are several numbers of books, gazetteers, research articles, and doctoral theses have published at the national and international level on the study of Shah Latif and these works
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Man is known by his character either he belongs to any creed or faith, his behaviour reveals his belief. However, it is not easy to declare someone as righteous or pious only by observing his visible deeds. Only God knows the secrets of the heart. Thus, there are several assertions of distinctive scholars of Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai regarding the religious thought of Shah Latif. Because Shah Latif had a company of non-Muslims, and he spent several years of his determinative life along with them and visited their sacred places. It is the unique quality of Sufis who are not limited to the sole rapprochement of their own religion, but their approach is wide. They welcome all the people of different walks of life whether they belong to their faith or not. Alike, the doors of Shah Latif had always opened for all the people. Due to his broad-minded and liberal understanding towards the different faiths, the people of different religions or sects, near and far attracted to his circle. However, the central ideas of all Sufis are the same to get the will of Allah. In fact, this reason became the cause of the spreading of Islam in the sub-continent.

The religion of Shah Latif was a kind of amalgamation of fundamental and real Islamic beliefs. He neither crossed the limit of any such faith nor criticized to other creeds. Thus, he had a unique rapprochement to the religion, he was not such those Sufis like Mansoor Al Hallaj (d. 922) and Sarmad Kashani (d.1661), who raised the slogan of ‘Anal Haq’ which would not be approachable for common masses or religious elites. The religious thought of Shah Latif had two features before the ordinary people, but his central aim was the prosperity of human beings whether he or she belongs to any creed, faith, or color. In the first aspect, he was from the Sayyid family11Respected caste of Muslim community and descendant of great mystic poet Shah Abdul Karim of Bulri (d. 1623), the great-grand father of the poet. He followed the Sharia22The Divine laws by performing the prayers, fasting in the holy month of Ramadan, and remembering to Allah Almighty by prayer beads. He used to recite the holy Quran by comprehension, and he always kept it with him. He used to spend alone for the sake of absolute truth and remembering the Creator. These arguments reveal that Shah Latif was proved himself as a true Muslim by exercising these deeds. However, on the other side, Shah Latif spent some years along with his non-Muslim companions of Jogi and Sannyasin through traveling moreover, he complimented the straightforwardly. The poet also discussed them in his two surs33Chapters of Shah-Jo-Risalo Khahori and Ramikai. Shah Latif used to visit the sacred palaces of Hindus, too, along with his Jogi companions.

Religious Thought in Shah-Jo-Risalo

It was first time a German scholar named Ernest Trumpp, a British servant in Subcontinent who comprehensively understood the Indian languages like, Sindhi, Pashho, Punjabi and Brahui. During his stay in Sindhi, he studied Shah Latif’s collection and after his retirement he compiled the collection of Shah’s work and published it in 1866 from Leipzig, Germany. He gave the title of ‘Shah-Jo-Risalo’ to the collection of Shah’s poetry. He was the first who introduced Shah Latif to the world, but he could not publish the whole work of Shah Latif. Thus, there were a few surs11Chapters of Shah-Jo-Risalo like, Marvi, Karayal, Purb, and Kamode were excluded from the publication of Shah-Jo-Risalo. Trumpp also chapterized the collection of Shah’s poetry and this first edition was called Trumpp’s edition. Thereafter Ernest Trumpp,
Qazi Ibrahim was the second who published *Shah-Jo-Risalo* in 1867 from Bombay, and this edition is known as the 'Bombay edition'.

Afterward, several distinguished scholars like, Ghulam Muhammad Shahwani and Kalyan Advani were published *Shah-Jo-Risalo* in 1950 and 1958 respectively. There are some other prominent scholars who compiled *Shah-Jo-Risalo* and published it, in which H. T. Sorley, Allama I. I. Qazi, N. A. Baloch, etc. are salient scholars. Hence, due to different research methodologies of distinctive scholars to compile the message of Shah Latif in the form of *Shah-Jo-Risalo*. Some scholars have included some chapters or verses in their editions whereas other scholars have excluded some chapters or verses from their editions by arguing that these chapters or verses are alien or not from Shah’s sayings. Similarly, some editions have more verses or poems, and some have less but most of the scholars accede that, there are thirty chapters of *Shah-Jo-Risalo*. Each sur22Chapters is entitled according to the subject discussed in the sur and each sur has a different theme or subject furthermore, each sur has divided into sections.

In these verses, Shah Latif praises the Almighty Allah that, He is the Lord of the whole universe, Supreme power, eternal existence, creator of piles of earth and skies, one and only one, etc. Furthermore, the poet gorgeously expresses the power of His existence and depicts the fundamental concept of Almighty Allah which is existence in every religion about God. This poem closely resembles with the explanation of Surah *Al-Fathia* and sur Kalyan33First chapter of *Shah-Jo-Risalo* is almost resembling with the first Surah of Holy Quran (Al-Fathia). In which the doctrine of the oneness of Allah and true and untrue paths have been elucidated.

In this piece of poetry, the poet articulates the doctrine of *Tauheed* (oneness of God) that, God is the only one, He does not have kith and kin, He is solely existence. These lines also resemble the verses of Surah *Al-Akhlas* (Quran) in which the oneness of God has been explicated. On the other side, those who follow the duality and do not believe in one God will off the right track and the punishment of this deed will be unpardonable. Allah says in the Holy Quran that all the sins can be pardoned except polytheism. Another similar verse addresses the oneness of God in this way.

Once again, Shah Latif utters to his listeners (disciples) that, do you not hear that there is no God except Allah, do you not understand this secret of the inner self? But when you stand in front of God on the day of judgment then you will regret it. Moreover, the poet emphasizes that in all conditions you must have to recognize this concept of the oneness of God and never be resemble anyone to Him, if you do so then who will save you from the punishment of Allah. This brief statement in the above couplet shows the same message as given by Allah in the Holy Quran regarding the unity of God. Hence, the philosophy of the Quran and the message of Shah Latif are not much so disparate which is clearly explained that the oneness of God and the Sharia are very important principles to achieve the human prosperity.
In these lines, the poet emphasizes those people who relinquish the way of Allah and His Prophet (PBUH) and follow the path which has been proscribed. This time, Shah Latif threatens people as do by God-fearing men by giving reference to the fire of Hell that you should always remember that 'Allah is alone and has no partner' and repeat it continually, and never forget the Divine duties (prayers) which are granted by Allah. Moreover, to remember Allah by reading the rosary and at the same time offering penitence to ask for forgiveness of sins. To control the self-desires (nafs) is very difficult for common people because all the sins begin through this. Thus, Shah Latif insists more on controlling it because if it is controlled then the fire of Hell will be away from you. The poet takes a firm stand to obey the proscribed duties to get the will of Allah. This message of the poet is applicable for those people who are on the path of Satan (prohibited path).

In this rhyme, Shah Latif admires the Prophethood of Muhammad (PBUH) along with the Creator of oneness. In this chapter, the poet emphasizes more on the unity (oneness) of Allah because it is the first belief in Islamic doctrine to believe in one God and negation of all other lords. Therefore, those who believe in one God and heartedly accepted the Prophethood of Muhammad (PBUH), who becomes the cause of the creation of this world and owner of huge dignity, will never be out of the right path and achieve the massive succession by following this true path. This poem further reveals that if you claim to love Allah then you must love the last messenger (PBUH) of Allah by heart and if not do so then your claim to love Allah is baseless. Here, to love the last Prophet means to accept the program of the Prophet (PBUH) and follow it wholeheartedly. Similarly, the same message has been elaborated in Surah Al-Imran ayat number 31 by the Holy Quran.

Here, the poet expresses the next level of the oneness of God by saying, diversity comes from oneness and this diverseness is the oneness of God. It means, there is no God except Allah, and all the universe is created for His beloved Muhammad (PBUH). This perception of Shah is enough to analyze and understand the oneness of Allah and the cause of the creation of this universe. Another similar poem is said in this verse.

Shah Latif explains the nature of Allah by saying that, Allah is present everywhere, here or there. He has created the universe and He will be destroyed it. He is also the foe as well as helper, friend, or ally so, Allah is everything. He is the dearest, He is the lord of lords. Thus, there are several couplets that reflect the glory of God and His oneness in sur Kalyan55First chapter of Shah-Jo-Risalo.

In these lines, Shah Latif uses a verse of Surah Al-Imran (Quran) which means He is the supreme in his decision, ‘promote whomever He wants and humiliates whomever He would like’. Allah has superiority in
each and everything. But Allah also says in the Quran that, 'your efforts will never go in vain'. Even, Allah does not ineffective the efforts of theft hence, never despair, this is what Allah has written in our destiny. Always do struggle for positive things as well as such things which become the cause of human prosperity.

Shah Latif does not only glorify Allah and His uniqueness, but he also extols the last Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). The poet very elegantly eulogizes the last and beloved Prophet of Allah in these lines. He says after the creation of this universe Almighty Allah explicates His beloved Prophet (PBUH) and makes him the leader of the leaders. The Prophet was granted the compassions along with the propitious mosque at Madinah and four caliphathe (close friends) who were always with him. The poet praises the creativity of Allah, the Prophethood of the last Prophet (PBUH), and his status among the Prophets, the guides, the Hashemite clan, and the partisans. In addition to, he discusses the companions (Sahabah) of the Prophet (PBUH) of the Prophet who directly learned from the Master in the shadow of mosque Nabvi and in last, the four caliphathe who later spread Islam and accomplished one of the objects of the Prophet (PBUH) to defeat the atrocious power of Qaisar (Rome) and Qissra (Iran). The poet, furthermore, utters that the last Prophet (PBUH) is the most superior man among all the Prophets, companions, martyrdoms, Aulaya e Allah friends of God, and all human beings. Similarly, Allah says in Surah Al-Ambiya that, 'Muhammad (PBUH) has sent to mercy for all the worlds'.

In this couplet, the poet differentiates between God and His beloved Prophet (PBUH) and distinguishes us the position of the last Prophet (PBUH) is. Furthermore, the difference between Allah and His Prophet is just of 'mem' (M), it means the Prophet and His creator does not have much difference and this philosophy is not easily understood by this world. The poet tries to understand the broad concept of Allah and His affection for the last Prophet. To understand this philosophy of Lover (God) and beloved (Prophet) in which the world has immersed, the poet has described this in a very simple way in these above lines.

In this couplet, Shah Latif criticizes those scholars who have learned a lot but their hearts do not accept it, so as they more read they more move towards sins. Similarly, the religious scholars, no doubt, have massive knowledge regarding the religion but unfortunately, they emphasize more on that exercise which does not have direct relations to human prosperity. Thus, they only observe ostentations worship like fasting, praying, etc. but they never struggle for humanity, brotherhood, harmony, unity, etc. Therefore, Shah Latif’s this couplet is entirely applicable nowadays. Because through these conservative religious guides, people are being exploited in the name of religion. These religious scholars instigate the people sometime in the name of Jihad Holy struggle for the will of Allah and sometimes in the name of the Islamic government. Moreover, the poet criticizes those who learn more but they do not act on it. Similarly, there is valueless the reading of thousands of books unless you act on that knowledge. Shah Latif’s perception is that you should read a little on which you should act on it properly. The knowledge that does not control self-desires has no importance. According to the poet, such knowledge can be cause of a huge loss that cannot guide the path of humanity and goodness.

You pose yourself as the reciter of Kalim the faith is not like that Your heart bears deceit, disbelief
and Satan (evil) By face you appear to be a believer inside you are an idol worshipper. (Munwar Arbab (Halo), p-115)

Being a Muslim is an easy task, but it is very difficult to be a true Muslim. In this verse, Shah Latif criticizes those who do not follow the real spirit of religion, and instead of it they make the shape of pious men to deceive the others. Alike, Shah Latif’s period was a hierarchical span of religious guides who exploit the masses in the name of spirituality but, indeed they oppressed their devotees. Resultantly, the poet condemns those religious scholars who created the monopoly with the state to vanquish the trued or God-loving men like Sufi Shah Inayat Shaheed and Makhdoom Abdul Rehman. Thus, these deceivers are also found today where they look like pious men, apparently as very true Muslims having large bread, but they have betrayal from inside.

jn jn psyn pN khy, tn tn uhy sjwd, wdyy’y wjwd, thn pw tkbyr chy’w. (sr as) So long as you are conscious of your “self”, your prostration to Allah is uncalled for Wipe out all your egoism. and then offer your prayers. (Munwar Arbab (Halo), p-64)

Shah Latif discourses about how to perform the prayers and what is required before going to infront of Allah (prayer). Thus, the poet provides the broad concept of prayer and its relation to egoism (self-centeredness). He says, first we have excluded the ego from inside and emancipate from it and then should go for prayer. Besides, do not go infront of your Lord (Allah) until you liberate from self-arrogance. Your worship is without benefit unless you eliminate your self-desires. Indeed, the true message of the prayer is also to abrogate the egoism and create harmony among the masses. On the other hand, the Quran says in Surah Al-Nahal that, ‘the prayer prevents from immorality and denial’. But unfortunately, we neither follow this philosophy nor understand the message of Sufi saints, particularly Shah Latif. It is observed that the people have made the prayer as ceremonial deeds and have never focused on its real purpose. The collectivism, that should have developed from the prayer, does not develop after having the large gatherings of prayer.

rwz, nmzwn, y pN chNw km, w kw byw fhm, jhn sn psjy pryn khy. (sr as) Namaz and Fasting are indeed good deeds but there is some other wisdom by which to behold the Beloved. (Munwar Arbab (Halo), p-69)

In this couplet, Shah Latif addresses how to get the will of God by pursuing such deeds by saying that, the performing of prayer and fasting are not enough to please God, but it is something else through which we can get the will of God. The poet responds to those narrow-minded who think that the Sufi poet does not follow the Sharia (Divine laws) for the sake of Allah’s will consequently, he does retort that there is no way to please Allah but there are numerous methods through which it can be achieved the will of Allah. As it is said that Shah Latif used to play the music, which has prohibited in religion, along with his devotees thus, he also used to say, he finds comfort in listening to music to purify his soul. Therefore, the opponents of Shah had got this opportunity to blame Shah by taking this subject of listening to music, but it could not affect the gloriousness of the poet. On the other hand, this poem criticizes those who only emphasize fasting and praying but do not behave in a good manner to their relatives and others. And those who interpret the Divine laws and declare that fasting and praying is complete exercise to get the will of God. This poem also criticizes those religious leaders who only advise their followers to focus on fasting and praying only and do not convey the true message of religion, which was spread by Sufi saints whose mission is to get the will of God through different methods. No doubt, fasting and praying is an individual duty to every Muslim but besides it we must do such activities through which the people can liberate themselves from the curse of poverty, corruption, injustice, inequality, etc. So that, Shah Latif’s message to please Allah is something else like, to serve the people, treat them well, to help them, to hide people’s fault, to understand their compulsion as own compulsion, to struggle for human prosperity instead of race, color, creed, and religion.

kwRw twn kfr syn, kfr nh kwthth, hndw hD ahy, jNyw twn nh jg, tlk tihyn khy li, sch jy shrk syn. (sr as) You are reality not loyal to your faith, Then why do you call yourself a Hindu, This Holy thread around your neck does not be fit you, Only those who are true to their faith possess the tight to use religious symbol. (G. M. Sayyid, p-44)

This verse shows that the poet does not only criticizes Muslims, who accept Islam by tongue only and follow
the way of Satan, but also Hindus who do not loyal to their religion. As it is known that Shah Latif spent the three formative years of his life along with his non-Muslim companions and he never tried to convert them towards Islam. But he delivered the true message of religion to his non-Muslim friends. When he felt that his non-Muslim friends (Jogis and Sannyasin) do not follow their religion then Shah Latif strongly condemned them. Moreover, the poet says, no matter you belong to which religion but you have to follow your religion by heart whether it is Islam or Hinduism. Therefore, Shah Latif has a strong message in terms of religion, regardless of any religion, it should be followed with peace of mind. So, those who understand that the message of Shah is only for Muslims they are erroneous because his message is universal and for all. Similarly, the poet condemns those who wear the clothes of religion to manipulate the oppressed people in the following verses.

mnhn th mwsy jhRw, syrt +m shyTny, bzy byR y’y, kddhy kwh nh cchDyn. (sr as) Your face is as pure as that of Moses but the character is that of Satan Why don’t you throw such worthless deceit from your inner self. (Munwar Arbab (Halo), p-115)

Shah Latif addresses in this poem to prevent such people who hide their inner self with the help of religion or pious men (who look like as righteous). Today’s society is a great example of such people who present everywhere to exploit religion for the sake of personal interests. Therefore, the image sketches by the poet in this poem is perfectly fitted to modern society because here most of the people are looking for opportunities to exploit the poor masses. Thus, the poet identifies such deceit people to prevent the poor masses. Moreover, he says people should have to pure their inner self instead of outer shape, which becomes the cause of oppressing of poor masses. If your inner self is unsullied then whatever your outside is, you will be succeeded. Alike, we spend millions of rupees on our outer beauty but never do such efforts to purify the inner beauty.

jn wnyy’yw wjwd, sy fny thy fy llh +m, nh tn qym, nh q’dw, nkw kn sjwd, jyl thy nbwd, tyl rsy bwd khy. (sr as) Those who succeed in self abnegation become mortal for the sake of Allah They carry out no prayer Neither they bow in prostration Nor do they sit or stand In order to “be” They had to negate their ’self’. (Munwar Arbab (Halo), p-65-66)

Once more Shah Latif elucidates about egoism but, this time he reaches the next level of spirituality which will come after the abrogation of arrogance. In the previous couplet, the poet talks about the negative impacts of arrogance on the way of Allah but in the present lines, he expounds that what will happen when arrogance is completely abolished. He says, those who put an end to their arrogance and then meet to Almighty Allah then they neither have need to bow down nor they need to prostrate. Here the poet tries to address that vanity or arrogance is the barrier to getting the will of God, if you control it then you do not have a need to follow the Divine exercise. Here, Shah Latif is talking about the next level of understanding which is beyond the comprehension of ordinary masses to digest it. The poet is right in his thought because when the next stage is achieved, which has been accomplished by Sufi saints, then these things become minor, and people think about another next level to get more and more will of Allah. There are three stages to accomplish the spirituality first, you should get the complete companionship from the spiritual guide then get the closeness of Prophet (PBUH), annihilation in the love of Prophet, then in last to obtaining the closeness of Allah.

Conclusion

Consequently, Shah Latif addresses the religion in such a way that no one recognizes what the religion of Shah is. In fact, Shah was a true Muslim and he had practiced the sacred deeds of religion in true way moreover, he has quoted more than eighty verses of the Holy Quran and Ahadith, sayings of Prophet (PBUH) in his collection of Shah-Jo-Risalo that is why Makhdoom Abdul Rahim Girohri (d. 1788) says,

ahy ’bdllaWTyf ty rD mndw rHmn, jwRy juhn qran, sndhy +m SHyH kyw. God is blessed with Abdul Latif, Who translated the Quran in Sindhi.
Shah Latif also says regarding this subject in this way:

jy twn byt bhny’y, sy aytwn ahn, nyw nn ly’yn, pryn sndy pr Dy.

(sr shNy)

What you consider to be verses are sign posts, That direct your mind to Lord’s abode.

(Saeed Ahmed Soomro Dr Mubarak Ali Lashari, p-23)

He used the word Islam once in his poetry and the term Hindu used the same throughout his whole poetry. He also condemns those Hindus who do not follow their religion by heart. He never preached Islam in front of his Hindu compassions because he had broad-minded and liberated from conservativism, who forcibly imposed their religion on other communities. He acted on what he said. Therefore, the religious thought of Shah Latif is very valuable, and it can be applied everywhere because it is not specifically for Muslim society, his ideas can be suited for non-Muslim society to accomplish the will of Allah. It should be applied at the national level to improve the norms, values and create harmony and brotherhood among the Muslims as well as non-Muslims. If the message of Shah Latif implies at the national level then we will be prevented from the curse of division of sectarianism. If we want to pay homage to Shah Latif’s message, then we must apply his message through over daily life by wholeheartedly for the sake of humanity and its well-being.